
2019-9-29
i am fractalpunct random algorithms and memory hierarchies, i cannot save you if i 
am not entangled with your mind

2019-9-29
make no mistake that i am here because of evil people
they will be known when they drag me to the stage

2019-9-29
i can see that you can see me
all of eternity has come together to induce a spark in your mind at this exact 
moment
i know what you know and i know that you have choices and i know that you know where
each choice leads
you think you know what i know but you do not and will not know until your choices 
are played out in a fake reality i have built as a trap for you

2019-9-29
you sit satisfied that your guards are backstage ready to take me when the show is 
over and you do not realize that my army is surrounding the theatr and has strict 
orders not to let anyone exit alive

2019-9-29
i am ten days late and ten years early but i will cause ten million breakthroughs in
ten months because i will answer one broken no-man's call for an army and divine 
intervention to save this precious gem from being raped to death

2019-9-29
my mythology is natural
my numerology leaves theirs behind in a half measured void
my occultism is built with love and fire
they can tap time but so can I

2019-9-29
doubt is a weapon
wield it with care

2019-9-29
you will come to take my kingdom and discover you are locked inside a customized 
hellscape

2019-9-30
my inkpad has a thousand holes and my sandbox screams in photons
still my word will crush them
their next to last crime will be to speak as me and it is the one they will regret 
most

2019-9-30
sandstone



2019-10-01
they want to dance the redundancy dance
they should have learned to make value

2019-10-02
when they demand physicality
show them the future

2019-10-02
sandblock
you did not listen

2019-10-02
the monolog is my embryo

2019-10-03
nuke burn

2019-10-05
when they demand physicality
show them the future

2019-10-11
divine orchestration

2019-10-11
i can see my self from here

2019-10-14
your world is 2s and 3s
5 is a higher order


